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MORE IDEAS...
Use any extra paints to decorate other black surfaces and use our
special 3-D glasses for fun effects (3-D glasses sold separately).

Color Splash® 3-D Brite Frames (Pk/24)
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING

Add bright colored trims to your picture frame.

YOUR KIT CONTAINS:
• Pre-cut Frames
• Paint
• Brushes

Frame a favorite letter or poem instead of a picture.

MAKING IT EASY to SAVE MORE on your next order!

10

$

OFF

Your Next Order of
only $

39

00

Call Toll-Free

1-800-243-9232
Online:

ssww.com

or more.

Please mention Offer Code: M2467
Minimum order $39 excludes shipping and taxes.
Limit one per order.
May not be combined with other offers
or bid or contract pricing.
See current S&S® catalog or Help at
ssww.com for Offer Terms and Conditions.
We reserve the right to terminate this
offer at any time without notice.

®

© Copyright 2012 S&S® Worldwide Inc. All rights reserved. No part of
this project may be copied or duplicated without the express written
permission of S&S Worldwide.

Customer Service:
1-800-937-3482
Email:
cservice@ssww.com
FAX:
1-800-566-6678

AGE GROUP: 4 and up
PRE TIME: 5 minutes
PROJECT TIME: 30 minutes

YOU WILL NEED:
• Glue or Tape
• Containers for Water
• Paper Towels
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INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Remove the center
pieces from frame and
fold the frame as
shown in Figure A.

Frame Options:
FIGURE A

1. Once you have assembled and decorated two or more
frames, string them together to create a hanging set of
frames. Lay the frames face down on your work surface.
Locate the four small circular tabs with the holes in them.
Bend the tabs out so that you can thread a cord through
the hole. Arrange the frames face down in the order you
desire. Thread your cord through the top and bottom
holes on one side of the frames. Repeat using a second
piece of cord for the second side of the frames. Tie knots
on the cords to keep the frames in place and evenly
spaced. Tie the cords together at the top and hang.

2. Decide on a design.
Paint the frame cover.
Let dry.
Helpful Hint: If you
are going to use ChromaDepth® 3-D glasses
(PY1495) with your frame
make sure you use warm
colors (pink, orange and
yellow) on the items you
want to jump out of your
picture and cool colors
(green and blue) on the
items that you want to
appear in the background
of your picture.

The frames that come with this kit can be attached
to each other in interesting ways. Here are a few
ways we like to attach them!

FIGURE B

3. Open the frame, and
insert a picture into
the slits in the back of
the frame (see
Figure B). Trim to fit.
4. Glue or tape the frame shut (avoid the holes for hanging or
standing). Let dry. Display or hang as desired.

2. Once you have decorated (insert the pictures
but do not tape or glue the frame together)
two or more frames, attach them together
with a hinge in the center. Remove the long
creased piece of cardboard from the center of
the frame. Glue one side of the hinge between
the frame front and back. Repeat with the
second side of the hinge and the second
frame. Repeat this as many times as desired
to make an accordion of frames. Make sure
the frames are glued together securely.
Let dry.
3. Once you have assembled and decorated two
or more frames, attach them together to
create a large panel of frames. Place the
frames face down on the work surface in the arrangement you desire.
Remove one of the square pieces of cardboard from the center of the
frame. Glue it to the back of two frames were they join. Repeat at all the
joints. Let dry completely. Display as desired.

